Postcolonial Exegesis:
A Method between Center and Margin?

24. Juni 2021
19:00 Uhr bis 21:00 Uhr
Zoom-ID: 916 3642 9655
Postcolonial and historical-critical Exegesis
- Enemies or Allies?

using the example of

Jes 10,5-10
On **June 24th 2021** our second workshop will take place. The topic:

**Postcolonial Exegesis: A Method between Center and Margin.**

How do postcolonial theories and methods find place in the classic exegesis in the Old Testament? Where are boundaries? Where are possibilities?

In order to approach these questions two speakers will give short presentations:

Dr. Marcel Krusche, research assistant at the Institut for the Old Testament in Hamburg

Dr. Simon Wiesgickl, form. research assistant at the Institut Religious Studies and Mission Studies in Erlangen

We are exited to see you on **24th June from 7-9Pm** via **Zoom!**